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Abstract 

 

This paper examines migrants’ attitudes toward the welfare state in 12 European countries and uses 

data from the fourth round of the European Social Survey (ESS).  

Migration is often considered to be a threat for the welfare state, by citizens and policy makers alike. 

One of the reasons for this belief is that public support is an important cornerstone for the welfare 

state and that migration may cause a decrease in public support. There is some empirical evidence 

that migration indeed affects public support negatively. Despite the recent interest among scholars 
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to focus on the influence of migration on natives’ attitudes, how migrants themselves think about 

the welfare state has only received little attention.  

This lack of interest in migrants’ attitudes is surprising seen the increased heterogeneity in most 

European societies and an strong emphasis on efforts to integrate migrants. A closer look at 

migrants’ attitudes can help to increase our knowledge about how migrants themselves think about 

redistribution and equality, still thriving forces behind welfare state intervention. This may also paint 

a more positive picture than the one is often portrayed in the media or by far right-wing parties, 

namely that migrants are predominantly welfare scroungers. By means of different linear regression 

models we  explore whether migrants’ attitudes are different  from those of natives and attempt to 

explain these differences. We include two dependent variables in our regression analysis, each of 

them captures a different dimension of the welfare state. A first dependent variable captures 

people’s attitudes toward the scope of and government’s responsibility for welfare provision, 

whereas a second dependent variable captures attitudes toward the moral consequences of welfare 

state intervention.  

 

Key words: attitudes, welfare state, migrants, ESS 

 

Introduction 

 

Despite the fact that the economic and financial crisis has somewhat weakened the importance of 

migration and integration in recent electoral debates, migrants and their relation to the welfare state 

remain a much discussed topic in both media and political arenas in Europe. Some (far) right wing 

politicians see a complete ban on migration and tough expulsion policies for those ilegally in the 

country, as a possible avenue to reduce public expenditure without having to touch at natives’ 

benefits. This reasoning illustrates very well the picture that has been dominating the (political) 

discourse in recent years, namely that migrants are a burden for the welfare state.  

 

Whether or not migrants are a burden is not the topic of this paper. The central theme of this paper 

is to look at how migrants themselves think about the underlying principles (equality and 

redistribution) that are central to the organization of the welfare state. How people think about 

redistribution and the role of the government in this process has been the topic of an extensive 

comparative attitudes’ research (Svallfors, 1997, 2004, Gelissen 2000, Van Oorschot, 2010, 

Blekesaune, 2007,  Blekesaune and Quadango,2003,  Jaeger, 2006, Linos and West, 2003.) However, 

despite the growing number of theories explaining public attitudes toward redistribution 

(Stegemueller et al. 2011), whether or not migrants have different attitudes compared to natives has 

not received much attention. This is surprising since the impact of migration on public opinion about 

the welfare state is a well researched topic. 
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By looking at migrants’ attitudes toward the welfare state and its outcomes, this paper aims to 

increase our knowledge about how migrants themselves think about welfare states’ and whether 

their attitudes differ from natives’ attitudes and whether there are differences between different 

migrant groups. Moreover, this paper will examine whether the theories explaining attitudes used in 

previous research are sufficient to explain the differences. Despite the extensive literature  about 

welfare attitudes and how these differ across class (Svallfors, 2004) and regimes ( Svallfors, 1997, 

Linos and West, 2003, Jakobsen, 2010) migrants’ attitudes  have only received little attention. In that 

regard, this paper is an attempt to fill this scholarly gap.  

 

In this paper, the focus is primarily on migrants with a non-Western background, this is a deliberate 

choice since most of the debate about migration is concerned with migration from non-Western (and 

often poor countries). Furthermore, a distinction is made between first and second-generation 

migrants. The latter group is defined as having at least one parent born abroad in a non-Western 

country.  

 

The main goal of this paper is to explore migrants’ attitudes toward provision of welfare and its 

moral consequences across countries, and to see whether migrants’ attitudes differ from natives and 

whether there are differences between migrants. The theoretical considerations on which our 

hypotheses are based are taken from previous  welfare attitudes’ research. The novelty of this paper 

is to test whether these theories also hold for a growing group in many European countries, non-

Western migrants or whether different explanations should be introduced.   Our dependent variables 

are not limited to attitudes toward social spending only, as is the case in much of the existing 

literature, but capture different welfare dimensions. A first dependent variable captures attitudes 

about the range and scope of governmental responsibility for the provision of welfare and services. 

Our second dependent variable captures perceptions toward the moral consequences of the welfare 

state, which is still a relatively unexplored dimension of welfare (Van Oorschot 2010). Both aspects 

are new and can therefore be considered as the main contribution of this paper to the  comparative 

attitudes’ literature. At the same time it addresses some of the criticism related to attitudes’ 

research that is only directed at a single dimension of welfare (Van Oorschot, 2010). 

 

 

The central question in this paper is the following: 

 

To what extent do non-Western migrants’ attitudes toward the range and scope of governments' 

responsibility for delivery of welfare and the moral consequences of this intervention differ from 

natives and Western-migrants?  
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The paper is structured as follows. The following two sections discuss both the importance of public 

opinion for the welfare state and previous research that has examined the determinants of people’s 

attitudes toward welfare.  This is followed by a presentation of the theoretical hypotheses that were 

derived from existing attitudes’ literature. Before turning to the empirical analysis and its results, the 

used data and methodological approach are introduced. Finally, a concluding section summarizes the 

main findings of this paper and plans for future research. 

 

Attitudes toward welfare states and the influence of migration 

 

Comparative welfare state researchers have shown much interest in public opinion about the welfare 

state. This is not surprising since public support for the welfare states is considered to be a 

precondition for the survival of the welfare state.  Scholars looking at consequences of the recent 

financial crisis on public opinion found proof that public opinion in times of crisis is more favorable to 

government intervention and therefore prevents governments from taking severe retrenchment 

measures (Vis et al. 2010). It shows that attitudes toward the welfare state are both an academic and 

political concern. 

 

So far, research about attitudes toward the welfare state has been primarily directed toward natives’ 

attitudes and whether or not cross-national differences existed (Blekesaune & Quadagno 2003, 

Meier 2006, Gelissen 2000, Svallfors 2004). More recently, scholars (Senik et al. 2009, Mau and 

Burkhardt, 2009, Stichnoth 2010) also started looking at the influence of migration on natives’ 

attitudes toward welfare. This is an interesting exercise since migrants, and not in the least, recently 

arrived migrants with a non-Western background have a weak labour market position in many 

Western countries. This increases their risk to be dependent on benefits. Consequently, there is a 

(growing) concern among policy makers that the increased heterogeneity in society, caused by 

migration, will decrease solidarity among the population. Subsequently, one fears a decline in 

natives’ support for the welfare state and this would then result in an erosion of the welfare state.  

Some academic scholars (Freeman, 1986, 1995) have therefore claimed that migration would lead to 

an americanization of the European welfare states. Yet, most of the empirical evidence does not 

justify this pessimistic view. According to Van Oorschot (2008) and Taylor-Gooby (2005) the presence 

of left wing parties in Parliaments and governments on the European continent has prevented an 

americanization of European welfare states. Soroka, et al. (2002) looking at the influence of ethnicity 

on the welfare state in the Canadian context found that if there is indeed some impact of ethnic 

diversity, but it is very modest and explained by interpersonal trust rather than by  the increased 

diversity itself. 

 

Nevertheless, there are also empirical studies that show that migration is indeed having an impact on 

natives’ attitudes toward spending. Eger (2009), looking at Swedish natives’ attitudes toward public 

spending, found that the increased heterogeneity in Sweden, caused by migration, had a negative 

impact. This result is interesting since Sweden is considered to have a long established and generous 
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welfare state and is in many ways different from the US. For the US, there has been already more 

evidence that attitudes toward welfare are negatively influenced by race (Alesina & Glaeser, 2001). 

The historical element, the influence of race on the development of the American welfare state 

cannot be disregarded either (Quadango, 1994).  

 

Returning to research dealing with attitudes toward welfare, Van Oorschot (2008) found a strong 

relationship between people’s attitudes toward migrants and the type of welfare provision they 

prefer. If people have negative attitudes toward migrants, they prefer a selective welfare state over a 

universal one (Van Oorschot, 2008). In the same study, Van Oorschot (2008) also found that migrants 

are considered the least deserving group to receive welfare benefits. These findings suggest a 

relationship between attitudes about migration and people’s welfare state preferences. Selective 

welfare states are then seen as a buffer against the use of benefits by migrants and consequently, 

natives’ attitudes toward the welfare state are likely to be less (negatively) affected by migration. 

 

The previous paragraph offered a brief overview about the research pointing at (mixed) evidence for 

a (negative) relationship between migration and support for welfare states among the native 

population.  

 

As welfare states have become more heterogeneous over time, their public has also become more 

diversified and therefore it no longer suffices to look at natives’ attitudes or how their attitudes are 

affected by the main driving force behind this heterogeneity, migration.  One also needs to look at 

migrants’ and their descendants’ attitudes. They are not only recipients of welfare but also constitute 

a (new) and growing electorate, especially in countries where access to citizenship is available under 

not so stringent conditions. Consequently, how migrants think about the welfare state, the way it is 

organized and the moral consequences it brings, definitely deserves more scholarly attention. 

 

Migrants and their attitudes toward the welfare state, a blind spot? 

 

Despite a very extensive comparative attitudes’ literature, how migrants themselves think about the 

possibilities to receive benefits and what they think about the redistributive role of the welfare state 

and its consequences remains much of a black box.  Most of the quantitative research so far, 

captured attitudes toward social spending, which is only one dimension of the welfare state. 

Moreover, most of these studies were limited to attitudes in a single country or a small number of 

countries. Other research had a qualitative character, but both approaches make it difficult to 

transfer the findings to other countries or to generalize about the results.  

The next paragraph discusses some of the findings of the scant previous research. 
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Bergh and Fink (2009) examined immigrants’ attitudes toward inequality and redistribution using 

World Values Study data. They found that first generation migrants were unlike natives not very 

supportive towards an increase of social spending. Their findings are similar to those of Dancygier 

and Saunders (2006).  Looking at factors that are important for migrants’ electoral behavior, they 

analyzed migrants’ attitudes toward social spending and redistribution making use of British and 

German national data. They found that migrants, once controlled for their income position, were not 

more favourable towards increased social spending and government intervention than their native 

counterparts. Both studies undermine  the hypothesis that migrants are likely to behave as ‘benefit 

tourists’ or that welfare states act as a magnet (Borjas, 1999).  The latter argument also disregards 

the heterogeneity amongst migrants, among them is also a self-selected and ambitious group 

present.  

Timonen and Doyle (2009) interviewed migrant care workers in Ireland and were interested in their 

expectations and experiences with social protection.  A picture of a strong desire to be independent 

from welfare and to take care of oneself and the family comes forward from the  interviews.  Their 

findings suggest that migrants are not well embedded in the welfare state and often not well 

informed about their social rights. This corresponds with previous research about migrants’ social 

rights. Morissens and Sainsbury (2005) found that use of benefits is stratified across migrants and 

natives. Looking at migrants’s use of benefits or looking at poverty among migrants, one finds indeed 

that welfare states fail to integrate them or to offer them a standard of living above the poverty line 

(Platt, 2002, Morissens and Sainsbury 2005, Morissens, 2006). Even if their approach is different from 

traditional and more quantitative oriented attitudes’ research, their findings offer an indication for 

what one can expect to find ,applying a different method and making use of survey data. 

 

Even if Timonen and Doyle’s findings (2009) are only limited to a small and specific group of 

migrants,  they can be regarded as an interesting first step toward a better understanding of 

migrants’ attitudes toward welfare and its different dimensions. Therefore it is worthwhile to 

examine whether or not similar attitudes can be found among other migrant groups, including non-

working migrants and applying a different method but also looking at more countries. 

 

In the next paragraph, theories explaining people’s attitudes toward the welfare state are presented 

and discussed from the perspective of migrants. This exercise will result in a number of hypotheses 

about migrants’ attitudes toward the welfare state, which will be tested later on in this paper. 

 

Determinants of people’s welfare state attitudes 

 

Theoretically speaking, there are several reasons why people are supportive or not for the welfare 

state and its provisions. Previous comparative attitudes’ research has extensively documented 

different theoretical assumptions. This section will take the previous research as a starting point and 

subsequently discuss whether or not these theoretical considerations are also relevant for migrants’ 
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attitudes. This exercise serves as the basis for a set of hypotheses that will be tested in the  

regression models. 

 

 Self-selection or self-interest? 

 

Based on Timonen and Doyle’s (2009) findings1, one would expect migrants to be less supportive of a 

strongly intervening welfare state. The interviewed migrants valued very much to be independent 

from state intervention and found it important to take care of things themselves. This is not so 

surprising since migrants can also be seen as a self-selected group (Borjas, 1987, Chiswick, 2000). 

People who decide to emigrate, do that for different reasons, one of the reasons is looking for new 

challenges and (better) opportunities. This group is likely to consist of ambitious, dynamic and 

(probably) highly educated people who want to show that they are succesful. It is unlikely that this 

group wants to rely on benefits and therefore we expect that their support for welfare state 

intervention will be rather modest.   

 

The self-selection argument is less likely to hold for migrants who fled political prosecution or war; 

their reasons to emigrate are very different than those who emigrated for purely economic reasons. 

Also migration as a result of family reunification will at many occasions not be self-selected. 

Unfortunately, data limitations do not allow us to make a distinction between types of migration and 

to control for this effect. We assume that among migrants there will be a self-selected and not self-

selected group. In order to control for this effect, we consider Western migrants as a self selected 

group and the group of first generation non-Western migrants as a non self-selected group. We are 

aware that this a crude demarcation line and that within the group of non-Western migrants, there 

will also be highly educated persons.   

For the second generation of migrants, the story is likely to be even more complex. Based on the 

assimilation theory, one would expect that second generation migrants would be better integrated 

than their parents, but empirical evidence paints a mixed picture and indicates that for many second 

generation migrants, a successful integration is still hampered by several barriers. There is reason to 

believe that this group wants to do better than their parents, and therefore favor values that are 

oriented toward individual achievement and merits, but in reality, this group still experiences 

discrimination. Consequently, they still find themselves often  in  a weaker socio-economic position 

compared to their native counterparts. 

                                                           
1
 Nevertheless, the findings of Timonen and Doyle (2009) need to be interpreted with caution for two reasons. 

Firstly, they reflect the preferences of migrants in Ireland, which is a liberal welfare state and it is likely that this 

has affected migrants’ opinion. Secondly, the interviewed migrants were all employed, so they were not very 

likely to be dependent on welfare provisions, which is likely to affect their preferences as well, based on the 

self-interest principle. The interviews were also held when the economic climate in Ireland was very good and 

most of the interviewed migrants came from Central and Eastern European countries, which is only a sub 

sample of migrants and likely a self-selected group. 
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Based on the self-selection argument we formulate the following hypotheses with regard to attitudes 

toward the scope and range of government’s responsibility for welfare provision: 

 

H1a:  We expect migrants with a Western background  and second generation non-Western migrants 

to have more  negative attitudes. 

 

H1b:  We expect first generation migrants with a non-Western background to have more positive 

attitudes. 

 

Social values 

 

Besides demographic characteristics and migrant status, values that people hold are also important 

predictors of people’s attitudes with regard to the government’s  role for welfare provision. One of 

the core ambitions of the welfare state is redistribution. The idea behind it is that redistribution is a 

tool to achieve equality in society. If equality is a central value and guiding principle of the welfare 

state, it is likely that persons who  share and support this value are more likely to be supportive of 

the welfare state and are willing to attribute an important role to the state in order to achieve this 

goal. Oppositely, people who believe that the position that someone’s attains in society is the result 

of one’s own individual achievements and merits are less likely to be supportive of an intervening 

state that intervenes to reduce  inequality. 

 

Consequently, we expect that values that people hold with regard to equality, meritocracy and 

traditionalism play a role for people's attitudes. Therefore we include a set of variables that captures 

these attitudes at the individual level and we expect variation in social values between migrants and 

natives since the former, and especially the first generation may have more traditional\ conservative 

values. 

 

 

 

Meritocracy 

 

We assume that people who value achievement based on  one’s individual merits are not likely to 

favor a strongly intervening welfare state. As we discussed previously we expect that migrants with a 
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Western-background have more meritocratic values compared to their non-western counterparts. 

Due to their belief in self-realization, we also expect that they will also perceive the moral 

consequences of the welfare state more negatively. Consequently, we expect opposite outcomes with 

regard to support for government’s responsibility for these groups. 

 

Equality 

 

We assume that people, who consider equality as a necessary condition for a society to be fair, will 

have a more positive attitude toward a redistributive government that provides its citizens with 

services and a standard of living that allows them to live a decent life. They are also more likely to 

have a positive attitude toward the moral consequences. 

Conversely, we expect people who do not see the realization of equality in a society as an important 

goal to have more negative attitudes toward government intervention and its moral consequences. We 

expect that natives are more familiar with the welfare state and therefore also have positive attitudes 

toward this value, which will then have a positive effect on their attitudes. 

 

Traditionalism 

 

We include this value since we believe it is a relevant variable for migrants’ attitudes toward the 

welfare state based on the observations that Timonen and Doyle (2009) found in their study. The 

interviewed migrants found it important to take care of their own welfare and family members 

themselves. This may have implications for the way they think about government intervention and its 

scope. The desire to take care of one’s family without having to rely on government is likely to be 

related to the view one has about the role of the family. If the family is considered to be an important 

provider of welfare, we expect that this will affect the attitudes toward state intervention negatively. 

We also expect negative attitudes with regard to the moral consequences. 

 

We formulate the following hypotheses with regard to migrants’ attitudes  toward the scope and 

range of government’s responsibility for welfare provision: 

 

H2a:  We expect more negative attitudes amongst Western and non-Western migrants based on the 

social values argument. 

 

For attitudes toward the moral consequences of the welfare state, the following hypothesis is 

formulated: 
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H2b: We expect negative attitudes toward the moral consequences of the welfare state among both 

Western and non-Western migrants based on the social values argument. 

 

In a next section, we discuss the theoretical assumptions based on the self-interest argument, which in 

the case of migrants is strongly related to the welfare magnet argument, which was discussed 

previously.  

 

 

Self- interest  

 

Self-interest is another theoretical consideration that attempts to explain attitudes toward the 

welfare state (Blekesaune and Quadagno, 2003, Svallfors 2004, Gelissen 2000, Linos and West, 2003). 

The idea behind it is pretty straightforward. Those who receive benefits are more likely to support 

the institution that provides them with the benefits compared to those who don’t receive benefits. 

The theory can also be extended to those who are more at risk to become dependent. Consequently, 

one  not only expects persons who are receiving benefits, but also those with a low level of 

education, low income or employed in more precarious jobs to be more supportive of the welfare 

state compared to those employed, with high incomes and highly educated.  The latter group is likely 

to be better imbedded in the labour market and runs less risk to become unemployed.  

 

Therefore, the availability of benefits for this group is not a necessity and one can expect that this 

also influences preferences for welfare intervention. On the other hand, certain risks in life are 

universal (sickness, old age) and therefore one can expect that also the highly educated, the young 

and healthy still want to protect themselves against these universal risks. This can be reflected in 

support for the welfare state to provide a safety net but also in alternative channels for protection 

against these risks, private and/or complementary sickness insurance and private pension funds. This 

group may prefer to take a private insurance since they also have the financial means to do so and is 

therefore maybe less  favorable  for the state to play an important role with regard to the provision 

of benefits.  

 

Research dealing with  non-Western migrants’ labour market position, income and benefits’ 

dependence (Morissens and Sainsbury 2005, Platt 2002) paints a rather pessimistic picture of their 

socio- economic position in many European countries.  

 

 Consequently, based on the observation, made in many countries, that non-Western migrants are 

more likely to be dependent on benefits or to be employed in less secure and lower paid jobs, one 
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expects that this group is more likely to be supportive of state intervention guaranteeing a certain 

standard of living in the event their integration in the labour market fails.  

 

This is likely to result in a supportive attitude toward government intervention and a more positive 

perception of welfare state outcomes.  

 

Based on the self-interest argument, we formulate the following hypotheses for attitudes toward the 

scope and range of government’s responsibility  for welfare provision: 

 

H3a: Migrants with a Western background will have  more negative attitudes since they are more 

likely to have a stronger socio-economic position and thus are  less likely to be dependent on benefits. 

 

H3b: Migrants with a non-Western background will have more positive attitudes since they are more 

likely to  have a weaker socio economic position  and thus are more likely to be dependent on 

benefits. 

 

With regard to the moral consequences, we formulate the following hypotheses based on the self-

interest argument: 

 

H3c: Migrants with a Western background will have more negative attitudes toward the moral 

consequences.  

 

H3d:  Migrants with a non-Western background will have more positive attitudes toward the moral 

consequences. 

 

The central assumption in these hypotheses is that the individual’s socio-economic position plays an 

important role and is likely to be an (independent) variable that can explain the observed  differences 

in attitudes between migrants and natives.  

 

Not only the current socio-economic position is important for an individual’s attitudes but also the 

individual’s perception of the economic risks in the (near) future is likely to affect his or her opinion 
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about the availability and provision of benefits2. A high risk perception is likely to result in an 

increased support for government intervention and a positive attitude toward the  moral 

consequences of the welfare state.  

 

Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to deal cautiously with the above described hypotheses since it is 

possible that the self-interest theory is not easily transferable to migrants. As the research conducted 

by Timonen and Doyle (2009) showed, migrants prefer to look after themselves and families without 

having to to rely on the state. Migrants, depending on the country where they are coming, may have 

different values about claiming and using benefits and these may well overrule the self-interest 

argument.   

 

One assumption here can be that pride and a strong emphasis on intrafamilial solidarity may affect 

their atttitudes toward state provision of welfare. Therefore, it is possible that migrants have 

different attitudes than natives. For instance, they could be more likely to consider certain services or 

provisions as a task for the family rather than a task for the state and this may be reflected in their 

preferences for government intervention. For this reason, we have also included independent 

variables that control for possible differences in social values between natives and migrants, which 

were discussed in the previous paragraph. 

 

 

Social trust 

 

Many scholars have examined to what extent social trust has a positive influence on political trust. 

Social trust is then defined by interpersonal trust (Glaeser et al. 2000) Also scholars concerned with 

the impact of ethnic diversity on societies, have turned toward the role of trust, and have examined 

whether or not diversity affects trust levels (Soroka et al. 2002, Stolle et al. 2008, Hooghe et al. 2005 

). In line with this research, we assume that interpersonal trust has a positive effect on social 

cohesion, which in turn is likely to contribute positively to solidarity and support for the welfare 

state. If the native population in a country considers migrants as a possible threat it is likely that this 

will affect their trust levels negatively and that solidarity will decline. This is the fear of many 

politicians and natives alike and makes them reluctant to accept migration.  

 

There are different theories about social trust; some consider it to be an individual characteristic that 

can change over time and as a consequence of personal experiences. The level of trust someone has 

in other people is also likely to affect how someone interprets the world. Someone with a low trust 

                                                           
2
 The fourth wave of  ESS data does not only allow to look at the group that is actually receiving  benefits or  

that is unemployed but also allows to identify those who perceive a future risk and judge themselves likely to 

lose their jobs or experience financial difficulties in the 12 months to come. 
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level is likely to be more pessimistic and worried about life. Consequently, we expect that people 

with a high level of interpersonal trust are more optimistic and happy and therefore more likely to be 

more positive toward the moral outcomes of welfare intervention. These people are also less likely 

to be afraid that the government will spend their contributions wrongly, so we expect a positive 

attitude toward government responsibility for welfare as well. Putnam (2000) found that in most 

societies ‘have-nots are less trusting than haves’ and relates this to the way they are treated by 

others. 

 

Thinking of trust in relation to migrants, we expect that many of them have been confronted with 

situations in which their interpersonal trust was harmed or abused. This can already have happened 

in the country of origin, if they were politically oppressed or confronted with corruption. For some 

this may have happened during the emigration process (for example, human traffickers or 

expectations that were not fulfilled). For others, this may have happened during the settlement 

process if they were confronted with prejudice and discrimination. This is likely to affect their trust 

levels. Discrimination can take different forms and it is not unthinkable that they are also confronted 

with verbal or physical aggression. This is likely to create a feeling of anxiety, which is a thriving force 

for distrust (Patterson, 1999). Examining the relationship between race and trust in the United 

States, Patterson (1999) also found that Afro-Americans were the least trusting ethnic group.  

 

H4: We expect non-Western migrants to have more negative attitudes toward the moral 

consequences of the welfare state based on the social trust argument. 

 

Political trust and political ideology 

 

Next to interpersonal trust, trust in political institutions is a variable worthwile exploring with regard 

to the support for welfare intervention by the government. 

 

Political trust is a popular topic among political science scholars, and is debated in a not in the least 

because a decline in political trust is considered to have several negative consequences.  But others 

see low levels of political trust not as problematic for democracy, on the contrary, a sound level of 

distrust is not a bad thing. Both Hetherington (2004) and  Rudolph and Evans (2005) found that there 

is relationship between political trust and policy attitudes.  The effect of this relationship varied 

depending on the perception of the sacrifice people had to deliver with regard to a certain policy. 

This perception is likely to be higher among those who do not receive benefits compared to those 

who are benefit recipients. Therefore, the impact of political trust is expected to be weaker for the 

latter group.  
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Also in relation to whom people consider to be the main welfare provider, trust in political 

institutions is likely to be important. People with low levels of trust in political institutions or their 

members are not very likely to put their faith in the hands of these institutions. Consequently, we 

expect people with low political trust levels to be in favour of a welfare state where not the state but 

other actors are the main providers of benefits and services. This will be reflected in more negative 

attitudes toward the role of the government in welfare provision. Strӧmberg and Adam, (2010) 

explored political trust amongst migrants in Scandinavia and elaborated on the work of Anderson 

and Tverdova (2003) which contends  that people coming from countries with high level of 

corruption are more likely to have higher levels of political trust. Many migrants come from countries 

with no democratic traditions and high levels of corruption. When this group arrives in countries with 

democratic institutions, it is likely that they have high levels of political trust, this effect is however 

likely to fade out over time. Based on the above mentioned research, we expect high levels of 

political trust among non-Western migrants, which we expect to be reflected in more positive 

attitudes  

 

H5: Non-Western migrants are likely to have positive attitudes toward government responsibility for 

welfare provision based on the political trust argument. 

 

Besides the self-interest, social and political trust hypothesis, political ideology also plays a role in 

how people think about the provision of welfare.  

 

Political ideology 

 

Most of the attitudes’ research  found a positive influence of left-wing political ideology and support 

for the welfare state, both in terms of range and moral consequences (Gelissen, 2000, Van Oorschot 

2010). In terms of welfare provision and the size of the welfare state, political parties on the left 

hand side are seen as supporters of a welfare state with a strong redistributive character in order to 

achieve equality. In line with this, we expect people with a left political orientation to be more 

supportive of an intervening welfare state.  Conversely, we expect negative attitudes among those 

who place themselves on the right hand side of the political continuum. Applying this theory to 

migrants, most of the electoral research found that migrants vote more often for left-wing parties. 

Consequently, we assume that non-western migrants are more likely to be supportive.  

 

H6: Non-Western migrants are likely to have positive attitudes toward government responsibility for 

welfare provision based on the political ideology argument. 
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Data and method 

 

The analysis is based on survey data from the fourth round of the European Social Survey (ESS) which 

was collected in 2008-2009. The ESS is a standardized cross- sectional survey that is carried out in 30 

countries.  The fact that the survey is standardized makes the ESS a very valuable source for cross 

country comparisons. All participating countries have used the same questions and collected the data 

in similar fashion, by conducting face-to face interviews. Moreover, special attention was paid to the 

fact that specific terms used in the questionnaire had the same meaning in the different countries, 

which increases the quality of the collected data.  

 

This fourth round had a special rotating module ‘Welfare attitudes in a changing Europe’ which offers 

several possibilities to analyse attitudes toward different dimensions of the welfare state.  

 

For the analysis, 123 countries have been selected; the selection was based on both theoretical and 

practical considerations. Theoretically, countries should have a welfare state in place and 

experienced migration in the further or nearer past.  If not, it is unlikely that a sufficient sample of 

persons with a migrant background is available. An important advantage of the ESS data is that it 

allows identifying the country of birth of the respondent as well as the country of birth of both father 

and mother, which allows making a distinction between groups of migrants based on their country of 

origin but also between first and second generation migrants. We are primarily interested in 

attitudes of migrants with a non-Western background. This choice is inspired by the following 

considerations: Within the EU, there is free movement of persons, labour and capital, this results in 

intra-EU migration but this an entirely different type of migration than guestworker migration or 

migration as a consequence of family reunification or asylum seeking. These ‘traditional’ migration 

channels are also those that are the topic of political discussion and media attention and that are 

also subject of more restrictive policy regulations. Despite the differences in welfare provisions 

within Europe, all EU-citizens have a certain familiarity with the welfare state and we therefore 

expect that the differences with natives would only be minor. EU-citizens are also not the target of 

the anti migration discourse, which is directed toward migrants from non-Western countries, it is 

also toward this group that the welfare magnet argument is directed. We include an independent 

variable western migrant to test the self-selected hypothesis but this group also includes non-EU 

citizens. Nevertheless, the above mentioned argument also holds for this group. 

 

 

Treatment of missing data 

 

                                                           
3
 Belgium, Denmark, Germany, France, Finland, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, 

Switzerland, United Kingdom. 
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We treat missing values in the explanatory variables as follows:  

 Categorical variables are treated the standard way, considering missingness as a separate 
category. So, where the standard treatment (ignoring missings) of an n-valued categorical 
variable results in n - 1 dummy variables being included in the resulting model, we include n 
dummy variables in the regression model, the extra category being the missing values. 

 For continuous variables, we follow a similar but slightly less intuitive procedure. We 
estimate the mean value of a variable. We impute this mean for the missing observations 
and we create a dummy indicating imputed values. If a constant term is included in the 
estimation model, it holds, by the Frisch and Waugh (1933)–Lovell (1963) theorem, that 
observations for which a variable has exactly its mean value, do not contribute to the 
parameter estimate. Thus, whether we drop missing observations, or whether we impute 
them with mean values makes no difference for the parameter estimate. In addition, the 
inclusion of the dummy variable allows us to test whether the response of the missing 
observations differs from the response 

`          of the average observation. 

 

Missing values in the dependent variable are treated using the well-known Heckman (1976; 1979) 

two-step procedure. In a first stage, a probit model is estimated whether each observation is 

censored or not. The second stage consists of the outcome equation with one extra explanatory 

variable added: the inverse Mill’s ratio, which is the expected value of the error term of the first-

stage selection probit. This procedure is specifically developed to accomodate non ignorable 

nonresponse models. See Little and Rubin (1987, p.223) for a discussion about critical assumptions. 

Potential multi-collinearity of the resulting explanatory variables is thoroughly tested and 

nonexistent in this application.  If the first stage probit is considered too restrictive, any first stage 

discrete choice model will do, provided that the generalized residual (Gouriéroux et al., 1987) is 

included in the outcome  equation. 

 

Estimator 

 

We will test the different hypotheses using regression analysis. In our analysis we will look at 

people’s attitudes toward  the scope and range of government’s responsibility and the moral 

consequences of the welfare state. 

We estimate the main model using simple OLS estimation, in combination with a robust variance 

estimator for cluster-correlated data (Williams, 2000), allowing for correct inference even in the 

presence of multi-level data. 

 

Intended improvements 
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We will estimate the main model using GMM estimation (Hansen, 1982), in combination with 

a robust variance estimator for cluster-correlated data (Williams, 2000), which will make our 

estimator an efficient multilevel estimator. 

 

In what follows, the dependent and independent variables are presented. 

 

Dependent variables: range of government’s responsibility and perceived moral consequences 

  

In the analysis,  two dependent variables are used, a first one captures people’s attitudes toward the  

scope and range of government’s responsibility, and a second dependent variable captures people’s 

attitudes toward the moral consequences that welfare intervention can have. This way, we include 

more than just a single dimension of welfare.  

Instead of using the values of variables that measure a single attitude only, we summated the values 

of a set of questions into a scale. Prior to this, both principal component factor analysis and a 

reliability analysis for different items were conducted to see whether they were measuring the same 

dimensions prior to summating the different items4.  

 

This has resulted in construction of  a first  dependent variable: attitudes toward  the range and 

scope of government’s responsibility for welfare provision which is the following summated scale5: 

 

Respscale= (gvjbevn+ gvhlthc+ gvslvol+ gvslvue+ gvcldcr + gvpdlwk)/6 

 

The second dependent variable captures people’s attitudes toward the moral consequences6 of the 

welfare state. Also for this dependent variable, we chose to make use of a summated scale instead of 

using the value of a single  attitude variable only. 

This resulted in the following summated scale7: 

                                                           
4
 The list of questions and the different variables’ values are available in the appendix.   

 
5
 The Cronbach’s alpha for this scale was 0.82. 

 
6
 This is a topic that has not received much attention yet (Van Oorschot, 2010), but the special module on 

welfare in the fourth round allows including this dimension as well and we consider it relevant since it informs 

us about people’s perception of outcomes and this is likely to influence their support as well. 
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Moralcons=( sblazy+ sblwcoa+ sblwlka)/3 

 

 

In the next paragraph, we present the independent variables. Our choice of independent variables is 

guided by previous research and theoretical considerations, but also explores some less examined 

variables. Most of the motivation for our choice of independent variables was already discussed in a 

previous section of this paper. Therefore the next section is limited to a description of the 

independent variables and how they were constructed. 

 

Explanatory variables 

 

Demographic variables 

 

Age, refers to the age of the respondent and is derived from the birth year of the respondent and the 

date when the interview was conducted.  

 

Gender, refers to the gender of the respondent and this is male or female, this variable was recoded 

into a dummy variable with the value 0 for men and 1 for women.  

 

Migrant 

Since we are interested in migrants’ attitudes, it is important to have an independent variable that 

captures whether or not someone has a migrant background or not. We define a migrant as 

someone who is born abroad or who is born in the country but who has at least one parent who was 

born abroad. We make a distinction between first and second generation migrants with a non-

Western  or Western background.  

 

First generation migrants therefore  refers to persons who answered no to the question born in the 

country and for which the country of birth was a non-Western country.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
7
 the Cronbach’s alpha for this scale was 0.79. 
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Second generation  refer to persons who answered  yes to the question born in the country but who 

have at least one parent not born in the country and their country of birth was a non-Western 

country. 

 

Western migrants refer to persons who were born in a Western country or who have at least one 

parent who was born in a Western country. 

 

Presence of children, we used the variable chldhm, which has a value of  1 if the respondent lives 

with children and 0 when there are no children living with the respondent. 

 

Social values 

 

Equality 

 

To capture individuals’ preferences for the value that is closely linked with the welfare state 

(equality) we use the variable (smdfslv). This variable informs us about how people think about 

equality measured by using the following question:  [for a fair society, differences in income should 

be small] 

The answer is a Likert scale ranging from 1-5. A score of 1 means that a person strongly agrees with 

this statement, whereas 5 means that a person strongly disagrees and can be considered  to be more 

towards  equality. 

 

 

Meritocracy 

To test the self-achievement variable we include the variable dfincac which is derived from the 

question:  [Large differences in income are acceptable to reward talents and efforts]. Here again, the 

answer categories range from 1-5, a person that answers that he\she strongly agrees with the 

statement gets a value 1 and we consider this person to  be in favour of a meritocratic society. 

People who strongly disagree with this statement, score 5 on the  Likert scale. 

 

Traditionalism 
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We expect that persons with more traditional values will be less likely to support government 

intervention and will also perceive the consequences more negatively.  We include two variables that 

we consider to capture traditionalism, We use the mnrgtjb and wmcpwrk variables to examine this 

and these variable inform us whether a person strongly agrees (value 1) or strongly disagrees (value 

5) with the statements: [Men should have more right to job than women when jobs are scarce].  

[Woman should be prepared to cut down on paid work for sake of family]. High values reflect a less 

traditional point of view. 

 

Socio- economic position 

 

Since one’s socio- economic position is an important predictor for the self-interest argument, we 

include a set of independent variables that inform us about a person’s socio-economic position. 

Furthermore, we make a distinction between a person’s  actual socio-economic situation and a 

person’s perception of his or her socio-economic situation including how they perceive their future. 

 

For the actual socio-economic situation, we include the following independent variables: 

 

Level of education, we used the variable eduyears (years of fulltime education completed)  

 

Household income, we use the income decile variable, hinctnta.  This variable with answer categories 

ranging form 1 to 10. The 1st decile represents the lowest income group whereas the 10th decile 

refers to the highest income group. 

 

Main source of income we use the variable hincsrca. We use wages as main source of income as the 

reference category. Furthermore, a distinction is made between those with pensions as main source 

as income, benefits as main source of income  or other type of income as main source of income. 

 

Perceived future risk. To capture the perceived socio-economic risks in the future (next 12 months), 

which we assume to increase the support for the welfare state, we use  the  lkuemp variable which 

captures a person’s perception of the likelihood to be  unemployed and looking for work  within the 

next 12 months, the answer can range from 1 (not at all likely) to 4 (very likely).  

 

We also include a variable that captures people’s subjective feeling about their household income. 

This variable captures whether or not a person finds it very easy  to cope on the present household 

income ( score 1) or whether a person finds it very difficult to cope on the present income ( score 4). 
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Social trust and social capital 

 

Interpersonal trust 

 

As discussed previously, in most research social trust has been operationalised using the answer to 

following question: Most people can be trusted or you can’t be careful enough’. This question is also 

included in the ESS data and is associated with the variable ppltrust. The answer to this question is a 

scale with values ranging from) 0 to 10 where 0 stands for:  you can’t be too careful and 10 for most 

people can be trusted.  

Next to social trust we also include variables that can be associated with one’s social capital: sclmeet, 

frequency with which a person meets on a regularly basis with friends and colleagues.  

Finally, we also include a variable that informs us about the person’s satisfaction with life as a whole.  

 

Political trust/Trust in political institutions 

 

The ESS data set includes several variables that inform us about people’s attitudes toward political 

institutions, politicians and their political preferences. 

 

We tested the different independent trust variables separately: variable poltrust that includes trust 

in a country’s parliament (Trstprl), trust in politicians (Trstplt) and trust in political parties (Trstprt). 

 

The answer categories range from 0, no trust at all to 10 complete trust. Next to political trust, we 

also include independent variable that capture people’s satisfaction with the state of government 

and the way democracy works. 

 

Political ideology 

 

We use the self-placement on the left right scale (lrscale) as an indicator for support for left or right 

wing political parties. The value 0 stands for left and 10 for right.  
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Discussion of the results 

 

Table 1  presents the results for the different multivariate regression models with attitudes toward 

range and scope of government responsibility for welfare provision as the dependent variable. In a 

first model we test the self-selection argument, based on this we expected attitudes to differ 

between migrants which were expressed in H1a and H1b . To do this, we include the variable that 

indicates whether someone is a non-Western or Western migrant. We make a further distinction 

between first and second generation migrants. This model can be considered to be the base model. 

 

Second generation non-Western migrants have more negative attitudes toward government 

responsibility for welfare provision. This is reflected in the negative coefficient, -.788. Also for other 

migrant groups, we observe negative coefficients, however, these results are not significant. This 

result means that only a part of hypothesis H1a can be confirmed, we expected Western migrants to 

have negative attitudes  as well but this result is not significant,  contrary to the result for second 

generation non-Western migrants.  Although the results for the first generation non-Western 

migrants are not significant, the negative coefficient and the significant results for the second 

generation , our results  can be considered to be a confirmation of Timonen and Doyle’s findings 

(2009). We do not find a different and positive attitude amongst first generation non-Western 

migrants, this implies that hypothesis H1b, which was based on the assumption that this would not 

be a self-selected group, can be rejected.  

 

In model 2, the demographic controls are introduced. We find a significant result for gender. Women 

are more supportive toward a government that takes responsibility for a range of provisions. This is 

not surprising having the self-interest argument in mind. The positive attitude of women is likely 

related to the fact that they appreciate policies to combine work and family. The presence of a child, 

somewhat surprisingly, affects attitudes negatively. The inclusion of these demographic variables in 

model two does not alter our results for migrants. We still find a negative and significant effect for 

second generation non-Western migrants compared to natives. For other migrants, the results point 

to negative attitudes but the results remain not significant. 

 

Our second hypothesis (H2a) expected an influence of people’s values on attitudes and we expected 

possible differences in values among migrants and natives to contribute to the observed differences 

in attitudes.  To test this hypothesis, the third model introduces three independent variables that 

control for an individual’s values toward, equality, meritocracy and traditionalism.  

Persons who are not in favor of equality, have more negative attitudes toward a government that is 

responsible for welfare provision. This is mirrored in a negative coefficient for this variable. Those 
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who do not identify themselves with a meritocratic point of view are more positive toward the role 

of the government. 

We see that after the introduction of these variables, the effect for the first generation Western 

migrants becomes significant and  that the effect is negative. This is in line with our expectation that 

this is a self-selected group with meritocratic values and therefore is less likely to be supportive for 

welfare provided by the state. Turning to traditionalism, we find that those with less traditional 

values (disagreeing with  traditional statements about women’s role) are more positive toward a 

more intervening government, this is not surprising, they see services provided by the government as 

an alternative for the tasks performed  by women.  

 

After controlling for people’s social values, our hypothesis (H2a) is only partially confirmed, first 

generation Western migrants and second generation non-Western migrants have indeed a negative 

attitude  but for the remaining migrant categories  it remains not significant. 

 

In a fourth model, we test our hypotheses related to the self-interest argument (H3a and b). To do 

so, a set of independent variables capturing the socio-economic situation is introduced. We expected 

that the  weaker socio-economic position among non-Western migrants  will result in a more  

supportive attitude toward  an intervening welfare state (H3b). For Western migrants, we expected 

the opposite, seen their stronger socio-economic position, we expect more negative attitudes toward 

the role of the government in terms of welfare provision (H3a). 

  

We analyse this argument in two steps. In a first step (model 4) we introduce variables that 

objectively tell us something about a person’s socio-economic position. In a second step (model 5), 

we add two variables that inform us how a person perceives his or her socio-economic position, one 

of this variables informs us about the way the future socio-economic perceived, likelihood to be 

unemployed and whether or not the person finds it easy to cope on the present income. 

 

Based on the self-interest hypothesis we expected people with a higher income and thus stronger 

socio-economic position to be less in favour for government intervention compared to those with 

low(er) incomes. This was confirmed in our analysis. The higher the household income, the more 

negative the attitude toward government intervention. We find a similar effect for education, among 

those with more years of completed education, we observe negative attitudes. Turning to the main 

source of income, which is a proxy for the activity status, we find that persons with other source of 

income as main source of income have more negative attitudes. This is likely to be group that does 

not need to rely on benefits or other services provided by the state. The result for those with 

benefits as main source of income is not significant.  
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We expected that variables capturing the socio-economic status would explain part of the difference 

between migrants and natives and amongst migrants and that once we would control for this, 

differences would decrease or disappear Based on the self-interest argument, we expected a positive 

attitude among the  socio-economic weaker migrants and a negative attitude amongst those with a 

stronger socio- economic position. After controlling for a range of variables related to socio economic 

position, we see that also the result for first generation Western migrants  also becomes significant 

and that they display a negative attitude. This partly confirms our hypothesis H3a and brings us 

closer to a confirmation of  this hypothesis. However, we still find a significant result and negative 

effect for the second generation non-Western migrants and here we expected positive attitudes. Our 

hypothesis H3b can therefore be rejected.   

  

In the fifth model, we introduce people’s subjective feelings toward their socio-economic position. 

People who find it very difficult to cope on the present (household) income, have a more positive 

attitude toward a responsible intervening government.  This is reflected in the positive coefficient for 

this variable. We did not find a significant effect for the variable that captures people’s  future 

perception of the risk to become unemployed. Interestingly, we find that in this model, the result for 

second generation Western migrants also become significant. This means that H3a can be confirmed, 

Western migrants seem indeed to be a self-selected group that has little interest in a government 

taking responsibility for welfare provision. Unlikely to our expectations, the second generation of 

non-Western migrants displays similar outcomes as Western migrants. 

 

The last model (model 6) also controls for people’s satisfaction with political institutions, political 

preferences and political trust.    
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People who are satisfied with the country’s government have surprisingly more negative attitudes.  

We find that people with higher levels of trust  in the country’s parliament   have a more positive 

attitude toward a responsible government that provides a range of services. People with high levels 

of trust in politicians display a negative attitude toward the role of the government. The trust level in 

political parties has no significant result on attitudes. 

 

People who place themselves on the right side of the political continuum display more negative 

attitudes toward the responsibility and range of governmental intervention. This is in line with our 

hypothesis that it would be rather left wing oriented people who are favourable toward government 

intervention. 

 

Once more, the introduction of these explanatory variables does not alter the earlier found 

significant results for migrants, also in our sixth model the results remain significant. It implies both 

Western migrants and second generation non-Western migrants have a more negative attitude 

about the role of the government and the scope of its intervention also after the introduction of 

politically related variables.  We did not find a positive attitude among non-Western migrants and 

therefore, hypotheses 5 and 6 can be rejected. 
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Table 1: Dependent variable attitudes toward government’s responsibility to provide welfare N=23693 

 

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 

   

      

      Β 

(standard error) 

      Β 

(standard error) 

      Β 

(standard error) 

      Β 

(standard error) 

      Β 

(standard error) 

      Β 

(standard error) 

Constant      

 

-.105 

(.412) 

-.205 

(.443) 

-.288 

(.404) 

.939 

(1.17) 

-.583 

(1.36 ) 

.317 

(1.37) 

First gen Western 

migrant 

-.869 

(.447) 

-.905 

(.447) 

-.894 

(.390) 

-.739 

(.381) 

-.755 

(.377) 

-.744 

(.348) 

Second gen Western 

migrant 

-.870 

(.418) 

-.904 

(.413) 

 

-.638 

(.336) 

-.616 

(.328) 

-.641 

(.325) 

-.645 

(.330) 

First gen non -Western 

migrant 

-.270 

(.168) 

-.308 

(.178) 

-.342 

(.183) 

-.260 

(.228) 

 

-.366 

(.259 ) 

-.379 

(.292) 

 

 

Second gen. non 

Western migrant 

-.788   

(.279) 

-.773 

(.290) 

-.703 

(.248) 

-.650 

(.243) 

-.668 

(.245) 

-.705 

(.238) 
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Gender (male=ref)  .583 

(.115) 

.334 

(.109) 

.253 

(.114) 

.239 

(.118) 

.266 

(.117) 

Age  .001 

(.004) 

.003 

(.004) 

-.001 

(.006) 

.000 

( .005) 

.002 

(.006) 

Child present at home  -.460 

(.136) 

 

-.514 

(.118) 

-.606 

(.138) 

-503 

(.123) 

-.474 

(.112) 

Meritocracy  

(high value is not 

supportive) 

  .308 

(.084) 

.292 

(.080) 

268 

(.080) 

.222 

(.088) 

Equality 

(high value is not 

supportive) 

  -1.05 

(.186) 

-.997 

(.162) 

-.969 

(.156) 

-.897 

(.144) 

Traditionalism (1) 

(High value is not 

supportive) 

  .131 

(.140) 

.171 

(.133) 

.180 

(.132) 

.151 

(.123) 

Traditionalism (2) 

 

(High value is not 

supportive) 

 

  .356 

(.094) 

.416 

(.091) 

.434 

(.093) 

.386 

(.081) 
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Income deciles (1-10)    -.087 

(.033) 

-.035 

(.044) 

-.036 

(.042) 

Education (years)    -.066 

(.021) 

-.052 

(.019) 

-.061 

(.0181) 

Main income source 

wages 
   reference reference reference 

Main income source 

pensions 
    .136 

  (.253) 

 

.117 

(.250) 

.146 

(.2350 

Main income source 

benefits 

 

   -.137 

  (.379) 

-.125 

( .311) 

-.088 

(.283) 

Main income source 

other  
   -.570 

   (.240) 

-.607 

  ( .230) 

-.597 

(.211) 

Feeling about 

household income 
    .450 

(.186) 

.408 

(.151) 

Perceived  future risk 

for unemployment 
    .012 

(.086) 

-.004 

(.081) 

Satisfaction democracy      .121 
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(.070) 

Satisfaction 

government 
     -.181 

(.061) 

Trust in Parliament      .161 

(.034) 

Trust in politicians 

 

 

     -.161 

(.045) 

Trust in political parties      -.222 

(.379) 

Left right scale      -.181 

(.040) 

R squared 0.007 0.014 0.091 0.099 0.104 0.121 

Source: ESS data round 4, own calculations, standard error is adjusted for 12 clusters in country, significant results are reported in bold.  
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Table 2: Models with attitudes toward the moral consequences of the welfare state as dependent variable, N=23772 

     

 

 

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 5 

   

      

      Β 

(standard error) 

      Β 

(standard error) 

      Β 

(standard error) 

      Β 

(standard error) 

      Β 

(standard error) 

      Β 

(standard error) 

Constant      

 

-.108 

(.169) 

.626 

(.204) 

-1.78 

(.404) 

-2.66 

( .514) 

-2.83 

   (.612)    

-3.90 

(.683) 

First generation 

Western migrant 

-.069 

(.153) 

-.100 

(.160) 

-.086 

(.175) 

-.185 

(.174) 

-.190 

(.176) 

-.202 

(.163) 

Second gen Western 

migrant 

-.444 

(.333) 

-.458 

(.315) 

- .256 

(.305) 

-.177 

(.318) 

-.179 

(.321) 

-.106 

(.314) 

First gen non-western 

 

-.011 

( .145) 

-.147 

(.146) 

.053 

(.134) 

-.069 

(.142) 

-.086 

(.150) 

-.111 

(.140) 

 

Second gen. non 

-.200 

(.071) 

-.282 

(.082) 

-.271 

(.081) 

-.303 

(.084) 

-.305 

(.083) 

-.282 

(.081) 
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western 

 

 

Gender   .050 

(.045) 

 

-.096 

(.049) 

-.114 

(.050) 

-.113 

(.049) 

-.117 

(.051) 

Age   -.010 

(.003) 

 

-.005 

(.003) 

-.004 

(.003) 

-.003 

(.003) 

-.003 

(.003) 

Child present at home  -.084 

(050) 

-.100 

(.062) 

-.114 

.071 

-.107 

.073 

-.130 

(.075) 

Meritocracy 

(high value is not 

supportive) 

  .224 

(.043) 

.236 

(.045) 

.235 

(.048) 

.236 

(.047) 

Equality value 

(high value is not 

supportive) 

  -.197 

(.034) 

-.201 

(.035) 

-.199 

(.037) 

-.206 

(.035) 

Traditionalism value 

(1) 

(high value is not 

supportive) 

  .298 

(.046) 

.289 

(.044) 

.290 

(.044) 

.266 

(.040) 
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Traditionalism value 

(2) 

(high value is not 

supportive) 

  .260 

(.029) 

.252 

(.030) 

.254 

(.030) 

.236 

(.030) 

Income deciles    .026 

(.017) 

.030 

(.019) 

.028 

(.021) 

 

Education (years)    .046 

(.008) 

.046 

(.009) 

.041 

(.009) 

Main income source 

labour 
   reference reference reference 

Main income source 

pensions 
   .023 

(.054) 

.039 

(.052) 

.038 

(.053) 

Main income source 

benefits 

 

 

   .380 

(.110) 

.356 

(.124) 

.376 

(.131) 

Main income source 

other 
   -.266 

(.145) 

-.267 

(.143) 

-.328 

(.137) 

Feeling about hh income     .013 .094 
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(.065) (.066) 

Perceived future  risk     .044 

(.037) 

.078 

(.029) 

Frequency of social 

contacts 
     .045 

(.031) 

Satisfaction life      .020 

(.026) 

Interpersonal trust      .123 

(.023) 

R squared 0.002 0.008 0.064 0.0703 0.0705 0.083 

Source: ESS data round 4, own calculations, standard error is adjusted for 12 clusters in country, significant results are reported in bold.  
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Discussion of the results 

 

Table 2  presents the results for the different linear regression models with attitudes toward 

the moral consequences of welfare state intervention as the dependent variable. 

 

The first two models introduce migrant status and demographic characteristics. We find that 

older people perceive moral consequences more negatively, whereas women perceive them 

more positively. The presence of a child has no effect. Also for the second generation of non-

Western migrants,  we found that they have a more negative perception about the moral 

consequences of welfare state intervention. For the other groups of migrants, the coefficient is 

negative but the results are not significant.  In line with our results for the support for an 

intervening government we also find that second generation non-Western 

migrants’perception of the moral consequences is negative as well.   

 

We hypothesized that differences in social values  were likely to contribute to this  (H2b). 

Therefore we control for social values in model 3. In a third model, we introduce variables that 

control for individual’s  (social) values. Our hypothesis is that persons with a more traditional 

view and those in favor of meritocracy would perceive the moral consequences of the welfare 

state more negatively. After introducing these variables, we observe that our result still 

displays a negative coefficient  for the second generation non-Western migrants. In line with 

Van Oorschot’s findings (2010), we also find a more negative perception of moral 

consequences amongst women, whereas their attitudes toward the range and scope of 

intervention was positive. People with less traditional values, perceive the moral 

consequences positively, the same is true for those with weak meritocratic values. Not 

surprisingly, people who do not value equality much, perceive the moral consequences of the 

welfare state negatively. We expected  to find positive attitudes among non-Western migrants, 

only the result for second generation non-Western migrants was significant but pointed 

toward negative perceptions. Consequently,  hypothesis H2b  can only be partially confirmed.  

 

In our fourth model, we introduce independent variables that capture people’s economic 

position. Here we expected differences between the group of Western and non-Western 

migrants (H3c and H3d).  The level of education has a positive effect on people’s attitudes 

about the moral consequences of the welfare state. The more years of education someone has 

completed the more positive is his /her perception of the moral consequences of the welfare 

state. This is reflected in the positive coefficient that we found for this independent variable.  
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Turning to the independent variables capturing the income situation, only the variable 

referring to the actual income (decile) has an effect.  How people feel about their income (i.e. 

if they feel they can cope or not) does not influence their attitudes toward the moral 

consequences. Those who perceive  a high  risk for unemployment in the coming 12 months 

perceive moral consequences more positively. 

Compared to those who have income from work as the principal income source,  those with 

benefits as the main income source perceive the moral consequences of the welfare state 

more positively, contrary to those with other income as the main source of income. This is in 

line with the self-interest hypothesis.  

 

Based on the self-interest hypothesis, we expected negative attitudes toward the moral 

consequences for Western migrants (H3c) and positive attitudes for non-Western migrants 

(H3d). None of these hypothesis is confirmed by the results, since we noted negative 

perceptions among the second generation non-Western migrants. Nevertheless, the overall 

picture is that persons who benefit from the welfare provisions, also perceive the  

consequences more positively. However, the perceptions amongst migrants is negative, which 

seems to suggest that the self-interest argument is not a good predictor for this group.  

 

It seems that the social values someone identifies with are, better explanatory factors than 

those related to the socio-economic position, which was important for the explanation for 

attitudes towards the responsibility of the government for welfare provision. 

 

For the independent variables capturing interpersonal trust, introduced in model 6, we find 

positive effects on attitudes toward the moral consequences  for those who have high scores 

on interpersonal trust and satisfaction with life. This is in line with our hypothesis. Persons who 

display high trust levels toward other people are more likely to be confident that their co 

citizens who receive benefits won’t abuse\misuse benefits and services. As a consequence, 

their attitudes toward the moral consequences are positive. Seen non-Western migrants 

possible negative experiences with personal trust, we expected lower levels of interpersonal 

trust and consequently negative attitudes about the moral consequences of the welfare state 

(H4) . For the first generation, we  observe a negative coefficient, but it the result for this 

group is not significant, for second generation non-Western migrants the effect is negative and 

significant, thus H4 can only be partly confirmed. 

 

Conclusion and future plans 
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The goal of this paper was to gain a better understanding of migrants’ attitudes toward the 

welfare state and the factors that contribute to these attitudes. We looked at attitudes toward 

two different dimensions of the welfare state. Firstly, we looked at attitudes toward the range 

and scope of  a government’s responsibility to provide welfare. Secondly, we also looked at 

people’s attitudes with regard to the perception of moral consequences of the welfare state.  

 

We had different hypotheses about the expected differences in attitudes between migrants 

and natives on the one hand and non-Western migrants and Western migrants on the other 

hand. We expected that self-selection could explain differences between the two mentioned 

migrant groups. Based on the self-interest argument, we expected that differences in socio-

economic position between natives and non-Western migrants and between Western and 

non-Western migrants would explain the difference in attitudes between the two groups.  

 

We found that only second generation non-Western-migrants have more negative attitudes 

with regard to the range and scope of government’ responsibility for welfare provision, after 

controlling for socio economic position, the results for both  It confirms our hypothesis that 

they can be considered to be a self-selected group that is doing economically better than their 

parents and therefore does not need or wishes an intervening state. They share this with the 

group of Western migrants, for which we indeed expected this outcome.  For first generation 

non- Western migrants, we expected a positive attitude but this could not be confirmed by the 

results. Neither did we find differences in attitudes between Western and non-Western 

migrants. Both groups display negative attitudes, which seems to suggest that they are a self-

selected group.  

 

As for the attitudes toward the moral consequences, we expected also differences based on 

different  social values and economic position between migrants and natives, but also based 

on different experiences with interpersonal trust among the group of migrants. Both western 

and non-Western migrants perceived the moral consequences of the welfare state more 

negatively but here again only the result for second generation non-Western migrants is 

significant. This effect disappeared for the group of first generation non-Western migrants 

after we controlled for social values. The negative attitude with regard to the moral 

consequences can be attributed toward differences in values. The self-interest argument, 

which had important explanatory power for attitudes toward welfare provision and the role of 

the government, had less explanatory power with regard to attitudes toward moral 

consequences. Interpersonal trust matters in a modest manner. 
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This paper has looked at individual characteristics that are considered to be explanatory 

factors for attitudes toward the welfare state with special attention for migrants’ attitudes. We 

found that the group of non-Western  second generation migrants has more negative attitudes 

toward provision of welfare by the government and this remains so when taking their weaker 

socio-economic position into account. Despite the increased likelihood to make use of existing 

benefits, their perception of the  moral consequences  is also negative. 

 

In a next step, we want to include variables capturing interaction effects as well as country 

level variables to refine the picture that we obtained in this paper, which can be considered as 

a first but modest and incomplete exploration of migrants’ attitudes towards the scope of 

government’s responsibility for welfare provision and the moral consequences this 

intervention brings. 
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Appendix 

 

Welfare scope and responsibilities 

 

 

We used the aggregated values of the variables derived from the following questions: 

 

[For each of the tasks I read out please tell me on a score of 0-10 how much responsibility you 

think governments should have. Firstly to….:+  

 

[..]Ensure job for everyone who wants one 

[..]Ensure adequate health care for the sick 
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[..]Ensure a reasonable standard of living for the old 

  

[..]Ensure a reasonable standard of living for the unemployed 

[..]Ensure sufficient child care services for working parents 

[..]Provide paid leave from work for people who temporarily have to care for sick family 

members 

 

The answer category ranges from 0 to 10 where 0 means that people consider a certain 

provision/task should not be government’s responsibility at all and 10 that it should be entirely 

government’s responsibility. 

 

Answer categories 

 

Should  not be government’s     Should be entirely government’s  

responsibility at all      responsibility   

       

                                                                                                   10   

 

 

 

Moral consequences of welfare  

 

The following items from the dimension evaluations of moral consequences were used: 

 To what extent to do you agree or disagree that social benefits and services: 

 

*…+make people lazy 

*…+make people less willing care for one another 
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*…+make people less willing look after themselves/family 

 

For these questions the answer range is 1-5 

 

Agree strongly  Agree   Neither agree    Disagree  Strongly disagree 

 or Disagree  

 

1   2        3   4  5 
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